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The field of edncrion tts been reliving in recent months soma of the

experiences of those attempting to predict election results in the 1930's.

The Litertry Digest sent nail ballots to lists of several mil ion automobile

owners and telephone subscribers. They publiched Che4eturns fr.= these

mailings each week and for 4 nurser of elections proudly poinied to the

accuracy of their poll based on millions of straw-ballots: Then cane the

Roosevelt-Landon presidential election of 1915 and thei- poll involving

more than 2 Million voters was found to be ridiculously in'error. On the

other band in rMs election George Gallup established the point that with a

scientifically drawn and weighted sample of only about 1500 voters, it was

possible to predict correctly the outcome of the election. The present paper

reports on the results from Two sampling studies conparing results fton

relatively small 1970 and 1975 samples with those obtained from the national

Project TALENT sample in 1960. .

These studies may be contrasted with the Literary Digest type that are now

receiving a lot of attention in the press which interpret college adnissi6

test data40.sed'on voluntary applicant groups as if they were representative

samples of the population ?urther, the discussion In the press fails to

identify specifically the types of abilities involved in these tests. 7o.draw

inferences about d population, a random or representative sample 0 that

population is needed, not merely a large sample. SirilArly, it is of only

interest to report that high school students in 1975 know less about

oranges than the students of 1960 knew about applft.

Another factor

equating or getting

id-intical tests are

need for systematic

complicating many of the comparisons is the problem of

scores on a coMon.scale when similar but not

used: The problems of equating and Scaling and the

control haste been comprehPnsively treated in previous

Presented.at tge Symposium of Division D and 50.1E during the 1976 meetings
of the Ankr3can Educational Research Association (AER) in San Francisco,
April 22, 1976
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contributions. These dismussinns can be summarized by noting that if the

tout is are identicAl in factorial composition, the charaCter of the'equatin

groups doesn't natter. Uhen this is nnt the use the-scailag or

be generalized only to groups having precisely the sane competencies

These considerations Tnnke it a relat ively hopeless ezercis e to try t*

any ..Lseful generalizations about edacation'fron data obtained or large

,r,miples of sill-selected individuals. To get a neasureneat of the tread in-

ane important educational outcome we asked 20 percent of the group of about

L schools that participated in Protect TALENT in Mazda 1969 to give us one

hour's tine of each of their eleventh grade students. Thus, about 13,090

st.Idents took the Project TAIENT PeAdln Somprep-,sionjest in March 1970 and

answered some of the sane questions on their educational experiences as did

the students in these schools 10 years earlier. The neat scores from-the

schools were weighted :lc represent the complete population of all the students

in the more than 20,000 secondary schooli in the country 2

The results Can b; surRarizeJ by saying that there was a very slight gain

in Reading CompreheaSion over thiA period.. This was 0.5 raw score points (on a

48-item test) for the rale. eleventh gride group and 0.3 raw score points for

the femiles Three of the reports from students seem especially re/event to

the present dic-Ussion. (1) The students in 1970 said that they stUdied a

little less than the students in 1966: In 1970, 66 percent of the boys and

53 percent, of the girls reported that "on the average 1 study leis than 10 hours

-e week inclnAing study periods' in schools as well as studying at hone."

figure was 6 percentage points larger for boys and 4 percentage points la- ex

for girls than the corresponding figures for 1960, (2) They said t they

read about as :many books as the 1960 group. In both 1960 and 1970, about

28 pircent of boys and girls reported they had. read 11 or more books in

the past 12 months. About 12 percent in 1960 and 10 percent in 1970 indicated

that they had read no books in the preceding 12 months. (3) The students in

2970 reported slightly better attendance than did the students in 1960. Only

abOut 10 percent said that they were, absent 15 or rote days in the last school

1 Flanagan, John C., "Units, Scores, and :Corns" in Educational. Yeas:ince-neat,

E.-F. Lindquist, editor, Anerican Council on Education, WAshinton, D. C.,
1951; and Flanagan, John C., "Obtaining useful comparable scores for non-
parallel tests and test batterieeln Journal of Educational Eaasurement

.1964,-1, (1), 1-4.

2 Flanagan, John C. E. Jung, S. Il., Progress in education: A sample survey
(1960-1970Y, Palo Alto, California: American lasti t for Research,
1571.
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year as compared to 12 percent in 1960. Thus the 1960-1970 comparisons shaved.

only Olen (-1-ty-Tes in reading comprehension, study habits, reading babitst

and school ettentence.

--.'-'
An ol....port=ir_Farose to retest students in a relarively sr All ..,..,,mer of

Project TALES? schools in the spring of 1975 as part of the stendardization of

a new g7idPce program being developed by the Americen Institutes for Research
t _

that used the 11-year follow-up data from Project . The names of the

17 schools =..3 the grades tested are shown in Figure 1. About l&DD students

in Grades 9, 10, and 11 in schools that had participated in Project TAT,TVT in

1960 were given 10 of the same ability tests that were aATri-lintered in these

schools in 1960. The use of the same schools in 1960 and 1975 elirinptes

school sampling errors, since the two samples are identical There cemAimc

the questiaKcf possible trends in the socio-economic level of the comities

served by these schOols. Small adjustments to the grade neans were made titi

accordance with the changes reported by the principals The effects of tlIPse

were negligible in mast cases. After these adjustments were made it was

possible to make comparisons of the 1960 and 1975 scores for the 10 tests,in

. three grades (9, 10, and 11) for each sex group. This yielded 60 comparisons.

..-

To obpain an estimate of the extent to which the findings from tb-cs set

of schools could be relied con'to represent the results that would be obtained

if all schools were retested in 1975, the schools were randomly divided into

two comparable halves. The rean scores made by the students in each grade
..

in each scb 1 for ,mPies and for females in the 10 ability measures were
..,

weighted by e bunter participating in that sub-group in 1975. The same

weight...Was .. plied to the mean for each sex in each grade for the school in

---------------------

1960 and 1973 'to rekc, the results comparable. The two indepeildent estimates
olo

of the t and direction of change for each test in each grade were dividedmoun

. by the appropriate standard deviation for the grade and sex to get these

changes in mparable standard score units. This gave us six pairs of inde-

pendent estimates, one for =ales and one for females in each of the three

co=an grades 9, 10, and 11. Since there are 10 ability measures from Project

TALirVT beta l colpared, this produces 60 pairs of independent estimates of
. . &

.change. The cotrelation coefficient between these 60 pairs was calculated.

This &sef tient can be regarded as an estimate of the reliability coeffi-

cient for j.ZIe c fferences obtained frown these samples including half the

4
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Figure 1

Pro3ect TA1.7cT tchools PartitIpatlng im 19Th Retest and'Standardization Study

Lotion Grades Tested

Shaw Jr. High Suampstott, Mass. (9)

johason City High Johnson City, N. T.-- (9, 10)

West Greene at.ea Rogersville, ?a. (IP, 10, /1)

AKIO

Edison Jr. Hi g57 East Gary, 1ndiana (9)

Nowata jr. High No-rata, Oklahoma
_

(9)

Lincoln Jr. High Orem; rtah (9)

Horace '10,-n Jr. High W.. Allis, Wisconsin (9)

Gorham High Gorham, Maine (10)

Greie High Greene, N. T. (10, i.)

Huron High lams, Ohio 410, 11)

Beaver Falls High Beaver Falls, ?a. (10, 11)

Monaca High Monaca, ?a. (10, 111

Dublin High Dublin,ta. = _ (10, 11)

Hondo High Hondo, Texas 4.10, 11)

Central Valley High Central Valley, Ca. (10. 11)

Puyallup High Puyallup, Washington (10, 11)

"Ralnilton High Trenton, New Jersey eni`
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'schools. The coefficient is 0.31. Corrected by the Searman-Brown formola to .

represent t...]nfiwAtipiability'of am estimate based-Dm both balves,thi-q coefficient

4j Wing Formula 11:29 in Tr-fmr---a Lee Kelley's FandLemen-tals of

Statistics, triage, 19i7, the best estimate of the true difference between

the 1960 and 1975 scores is the product of this reliability coefficient, 0.90,

and the observed:differente when the latter is expressed as a deriation from

the meen of all of the observed diifvences. it should also be noted that the

correlation between the estimates of the th=ges obrwIned from the sample of

schools and the true values'Of the el es that vocild be obrpined if all the

schools in the coontry were included in the study is the square root of this

value which is 0.95. The substantial agreement found between the two series

of independent estimates of change strongly supports the validity of these

estimates of the changes between 1960 and 1915.

The results of the comparisons are showa in Table 1. Inc17.4ed in these

changes is, the very small adjustment to allow for the trends in- the quality CI the

population in the community served by the sthools as estimated by their princi-

pals. For the 17 secondary schools, form principals estimated that the quality

6f the community was "slightly 1awer,"',10 that it was about the same, two

that it as "slightly higher," and one that it was "higher" in4925 than in

1960. The principals were asked to report changes of 5 to 10 percent points

as "slightly higher" or "slightly lower" and 10 percentile points or

"higher" of "lower." Over all, this indicated little c'hPrvge. The weighted

average rhkzes were converted to raw score changes nctarly all of which were

less than one tenth of a point. These rhPnges itLqualUy of comnanity were

excluded from the aiparentsChool trends before' comparing the 1975 rerlcs-with

the 1960 results for these schools.

To =eke them more mc.ningful, these raw score chpngps have been converted

to standard score units and to percentiles, corresponding to differences in

the percentile values of the two mean scores. It is clear that between 1960

.0 1975, performance on all the language tests Vocabulary, English,

ceding Comprehension -- dropped sign4ficantly. Thelargest drops are in

_Vocabulary and English; they are About 0.4 and 0.3 in terms of standard scores'

07 the two sexes combined. The corresponding mean scores are between 11 and.17

percentile points lower it 1975 than in 1960 in arcs of the national_perceati/e

no s ...olthe 10th grade. In contrast, the Reading Comprehension wean scores

6
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have dropped about half a point, or About .05 standard scare units, or 1.

to-2, Reteentili pints.
r

)

Other tests that showed subst=tial declines between 196 and 1975 were

Comp--tation and Quantitative Eeasoning These declines ranse fro= 17 pircen-

tile points for the males on Computation. to 8 percentile points for both .m31P-s

and females on the Quantitative Reasoning Test. Tt is interesting to that

in contrast to these results 'the Mathematics test showed a small gain of I to
.

3 percentile points tat i-.r than a decline for period.

Table 1

t
ti

The Comparisons of 196 and 1975 Results in Grades 9, 10, and 11 .

of Students in 17 Secondary Sdhools Zaing the Same Project TALENT Tests

. .,
, lo

ch b c!?

871)

e), 4;ti'' 46 -,,Pe
- ,,'F'

iic,...k. ,,,.., 4., c,c, 4,*, ....,

----

Vocabulary

English

Reading
Comprehension

Creativity
,

Mechanical
RAmigeoning

Visualization

Abstract
Rgasoning

Quantitative
Reasoning

Mathematics .

.

Co=putation

s

1960

18.5

77.3

28.8

9.1

12.4

8.9

8.7

8.5

10.5

25.7

.1975

15.7 -2.8

73..4 -3.9

28.4 -0.4

10.0 0.9

12.2 -0.2

8.8 -0.1

9.5 0.8

7.8 *-.0.7

ro.7 0.2

18.7; .-7.0

-.48

-.26

-.04

.22

-.05

-.03

.26

-.20

.04

-.27

.....,----

-171,

-127.

.-- 12

WC

- 22

- 1.2

112

- 8%

22

-17%

1960 1975

17.3 15.5

84.5 79.7

;28\9.1

8.4 10.1

8.5 9.2

- 7.8 8.1

8.7 9.4

,8.0 7.2
,-:

9.9 10:3

30-A- 26.9

Females

Nv

6' %

-1.8

-4.8

-0.7

1.7

0.7

0.3

0.7

-0.8

0.4

-3.9'

3975
=

t? e,
.4.._ 4,4,

926)

'4

-.32

-.34

-.07

.4e.

.20

.10

.22

-.23

.10

-.19

-11%

-162

- 22

16i

'nt

42

82
,

- 8%

3%

-lit
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The Abstract Reasoning test staved gains of 11 and 3 percentile points

for the males ehd females, respectively. This is a non-verbal test using the

progressive matrices principle. Similarly, the Creativity test shows ga:Ins

for both sexes. In this case the females gained 16 percentile points and the
t

males gainPi § percentile points.

Roeb of the -emainine nuo tests have been found predictive of succPss in

mechanical work. Interest1ngly, both Show modest gains for the females and

very slight losses for the males. The females gained 7 and 4 percentile points

respectively in Yathanical Reasoning and Visualization and the mqes lost 2

a-nd = percentilepo.thts on these tests. This appears to reflect a Change Away

fro= the sex stereotyping that characterized the 1960 group. It should he

'noted that the males still have developed these abilities to a much greater

ex rent than the females, these rPnges reduced the differences favoring the rAies

bv.only about one-fourth and'one-third respectively for these von tests.

This is clearly not regarded as a definitive study on rbPnges in abilities

during recent years. night better be regarded as a pilot-study or prototype_

of the needed types of data collection. One finding that points up the need

for precise definition of the abilities being compared is the disparate results

for the various types of language and quantitative tests. To provide further

evidence on the nature of these variables a fairly typical spt of correlatiOns

based on about 950 10th grade students is shown in Table 2. She amount of over-

lapping a n d the amount o f t eiglae vari,nre in each of these types of Measures

as indicated by the intercorrelatfOns.in Table 2 are more precisely shown in

Table 3.,

2xperientewith these measures over the past 15 years indicates that the

tests, of English and Computation repzesent the students' performance on i fairly

straightfoiWard and simple 'type of learning. Thus, these taro tests, to a

greater extent than the others, show bow conscientious the student has been in

doing his or her assignments. They reflect especially study time on these tasks and

the obvious conclusion is that this has been reduced over the past 15 years.

The decline in Vocabulary suggests less time reading both in and out of school.

The 1970 survey indicated less study time, but did not show a reduction k

Outside reading.

. .;

The relative stability over this period of the proficiency of the students
. .

in reading co=pfeheasion and mathematics is of greatest'. importance since what

.0

..

8
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Table 2

Intercorrelation Coefficients for the 10 PCG
'Ability Measures (Grades 8-11)

1

. Grade 10
%-__-..,1 - t

o e *
. o IV .t..

..%
A-:

gP 0 - '..f CO 0 eftl SYSY

tt. C. IV & ... Z 0 44
.,, .0 4, '0 . i Ca Sy ly 0 -0 iv 6-

.
%,, C. .,, 4 0 4., ...

.Vocabulary

English

Reading

00o

1.009

-0.634

0.793.

0.620

0.578
-i. -

'0-.494

0560

0.618

0.645

0.314

39.744

10.983

954,

.."
A,0

447

0.684

1.000

0.671

0.482'

0.387

0.375

0:481

0.550

0.588

0-445

31.369

6.997

957

$71
'41 CY

0.793

0.671

1.000

..0.649

0.562

.0.503.

0.577

0.622

0.632

0.334

25.266

8.352

962

0

0.620

0.482

0.649

1.000

0.589
'....

0.53i

0.536

.0.544

0.541

0.279

11.258

4.162

-.956

.0 ,,
0 ti.

....-r-

0A78

0.387

0.562

0..589

1.000

0.534

0.566

0.511

0.518

0.180

12.721

4.323

956

0
S.

0.496

0.375

0.503

0.531

0.534

1.000

0.627

0.512

0.501

0.264

15.260

4.759

953

Comprehension

Creativity

Mechanical
Reasoning

Visualization

Abstract
Reasoning

Quantitative
Reasoning

Mathematics

Computation

Mean

Standdd
Deviation

Number of
Cases

- .
-

020 0 t.r .., 4 , 6-
V 4A- c- .. '0

0.560 0.618 0.645 0.314

0.481 0.550 0.588 0.445

0. -577 0.622 0.6 .32---0-.334

0.536 0.544. 0.541 0.279

0.566 0.511 0.51$ 0180

0.627 0.512 0.501 0.264
-

-1.000 0.538 0.624 0.306

0.538 1.000 0.671 0.391

0.624 0.671 1.000 0.5074

0.306 0.391 0.507 1.000

12.761 1L.667 12.802, 29.041

.4.213 3.674 4.998 13.742

§55 957 957 955'

d

,
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.Table 3

.analysis of the Proportion of the Unique Valiance of Each Abillty Test

and the Potential Unique Validity Coefficient3a Each Test

with a Pure Criterion Measiire of Its Unique Function

TENTH GRADE (N= 957)

.

-4)

c

Poteitial

Error - Multiple 01-rerlapping -., Unique Unique

Variance Corrlation Variance Vafiance 'Validity

* (9 tests)
Y "R2

...-

.'-

iI -

2Ic tic
2

1 - 1Z /

' A. cC
)11I

Ric
(III 1.4

itc.c

,

Acc

Vocabulary .07 .84 .75 . .18 42

English .14 .75 :59 .27 .52

Readtng-

'Comprehension .13 .84 .73 .14 .37

Creativity .27 .73 .56 .
.17 .41

, Mechanical -

Reasoning .29 . 71. 's .55 . .16 '.40

Visualization .17 i
- ...///).69 .53 . .30 ; :55

,*

Abstract i
IReasoning .23 .75 . .60 : .17 .41 .

Quantitative 1
i ,

Reasdning .25,. .74 .57 .18 . .42
.:

Mathematics -14 . .80 .68 , .18 .42

Computation .17 .57 .38 :45 .67

. .

* Maximum possible validity coefficient of test with pure criterion measure of test's
Uniqde function-. s'

....::"

P,..:

0
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these tests measure are probably the two' ost important abilities for effec-.

tiveneas in adult roles. The lairlpsubstantial increases shown with respect

,io abstract reasoning and creativity are intriguing. Without further data one

scan only speculate that perhaps some of
0
the attention being given by teachers

and students to problem Solving and project activities of a more practical

nature is beginning to show results. The decline in quantitative ieasoning

could be related to the changes the new math has introduced with respect to

the type of "reasoning" problems. being Studied. The other Changes were dis-

cussed'earlier I ,

,..

What conclusions cat be drawn from this prototype study? Clearly it is

essential to study trends in all of the abilities being developed by the present

generation of students and relate these to all their educational experiences.

The program of the NationAl Assessment of Educational Piogress is designed to

tell us of trends in educational, outcomes, However, it tells us nothing about

what is causing these,c hanges.' It is essential toformulate add test speciftc..,,

hypotheses as to why.xhese changes are takidg place. Vocabulary has been shown

to be largely a function of amount anorstypecxr reading both in school and out.

What are people reading? How much is television reducing reading time? Are

students in fact spending less time on learning to add, subtract, multiply;

and divide?' What are they doing instead oflearning the rules of punctuation,

capitalization, a language usage?' What'speCific activities are resulting in

the women's gains in creativity, mechanical reasoning, and visualization? What

can we .learn about the whole field'of'problem solving, reasoning,, and mathe7

matics.from relating specific student activities With specific educational

outcomes? Are the newer courses adding valuable insights or just taking away

time froth the basic skills? s
.

ti

'It is essential to have intensive studies of individuals on a longitudinal

basis; in order 'to relate ohanges in student performance to specific stUdetit,

experiences and provide a sound basis for ensuring progress in.edpcation. The.

prototypes for which some results have been presented he la should be applied

in systematic and comprehensive studies. 15).. the consistency'of the foregoing

results shod, the nUmbers.do not have to be very large. However, if the
. .

effects of varying types'of educatiobal and out-of-school activities are to be
.

accurately measured they cannot be nearly'.ae small as in the 1975 study.
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A131'piDIX

Descii.jition.rof the Ten Ability Measures

4-

a

4.4 .7.'"""..1.,

74;4 '
The-, items of the Vocabuiar5rFseetion

t "dividual's icnOtvledge Of..
ings of weds. The ins' require the

examinee to identify ynonigiiir'tetectt .
- tf

examples of sti ulus rds, or ,Letognize
operational defih tions.

132. Obstruc n means
A. obeisance.

obstacle.
obstinacy.

..-D. "obstreperous
E.' obtuseness.

English

Spelling, capitalization, punctuation,'En
usage, grammalical correctness, and clarity
of expression .'ke measured in the 48Atetns

_of the English section. The format is that of
a blank in a stimulus sentence with five

-I choices offered as options for fillin /that
blank. Standard English..usage is the bis for
'selecting the right answer.

,

4

e
Reading Comprehension

-A. ,-
'The, R9ading topilirehension -ection, ton- .4

tains 40 items- that measure literal and
critical comprehension Of pastages. . The 7/

stimulus material iwas selected with the
criteria that the material be unfamiliar to
most ,high school students and thatit pertain
to interesantsubjea areas.

..5 .- , ..
*' ( 1.) Literature is the art of selection and ruthles? ex-

( 2 ) elusion, or, as Flaubert has said, ittlis, "the art
( 3 ) ,q1 making sacrifices." Chekhov, another enemy of
( 4 ) dui unnecessary word, says: "If in the lust chapter

1 ( 5 ) you say.that a gun hung on the wall , 'in the second
.. d ( 6 ) or third chapter it mustwithout flill be discharged."

( 7) He is right The writer' who seeks 'V) .e'rpulate de' .( 8) Maupassant and Poe inprodizeing stories with pre-
, ( 9 ) ciFly -.controlled plots cannot afforct to ignore his . .-

(10) advice. er
.

* ' .
. r

38. Who makes the sacrifices referred to in line 3?
A. Literpry dritics ;

' # B: Bad,Oriters -
4

-.

''. C. Good writers ' 3

D. Bad readers
E. Good readers

Mathematics

The 24 items of the Matheinatics section-
`' assess knowledge of and ability to apply

'elementary concepts in mathematict.

14." Neither of them there yet:'

- . A. had went
B. have gone
C. has went
D. have went
E. has gone I

at

..
24. If s is the side of a certain square, the side of a

square whose area is foil? times as large equals
A. s + Ir

, it. Is .
C. s- + 4

4s
E. s2

,

Quantitative Reasoning

The Quantitative Reasoning section contains
22 items that measure the individual's ability
to-solve 'word problems in ,mathermatics. In
most problems ittis necessary to identify the
.method of solution rather than the actual

-numerical answer.

P. A saleSman gets 12% commission on all items sold
over a quota of 5. If he sells 8 items at $30 each, his
commission is 12% of

A. $240
B. $90 ;
C. $30
D. $8
E. $5
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Abstract Realm:in

The act Reasoning secravon contains
22 items that ramr.ure one's abillty to detezt
sequences and patterns The st:mtth are sets
of abstract georriet-ic figures. with one or
more figures rrim-rng

Lk 1>

I I>

1 A

Cortiptratitan al.

Tie Computation sermon; -a highly speeded
font, measures an individual's accuracy and
speed in addition, subtracton,
cation, and division. To determine the
raw score, three points for every wrong
answer are subtracted from the number rest..

43. -Multiply:
63

X 14

Visualization

A. 796
B. 832
C, 852
D. 876
E. 952

4

The Visualization section - 4as 25 items that
measure an incfiViclual's ability to visualize in
Ildreedimensional space Each item has a
drawing .of a flat shape and of five three-
dimensiOnal objects. The task is to select the

. object the, .could be formed by folding the
shape along dotted lines or piling the shipe
or both.

6
1.

- 12 -

Creenrrry

The 24 Kerns of the Crean-wry section
require the Individual to dunk of Umovative
ways of accomphthing tasks or of new u.s,
for =pie objects. A problem latuaton is
presented along with answer choices that
have the first and lest letters given and each
mteri,' ening letter desigaded. by a blank. The
individual must to of a soli, that fits
into one of The choices

IL systems of s and la-11: often itx:iquick repair in mss. Pan of the memtenzana;
problem has been overcome by rita.,g it passUp
to sPot sire= trouble occurs qrtickly aryl
repair the Since the idenri5=ion of stsal fli

woes by wrmen labels is impoble, they re
identified by using

A. s - - s
B. d - - - s
C. c - - -
D.- k - - - -s
E. m - - - - s

1

Methenicid Reasoning

The Mechanical Reasoning section contains
25 items that assess the ability to understand
mechanical ideas by. looking at pictures or
diagrams. The stainub are drawings of simple
mechanical objects such as an olive press and
a windmill.

c Al
3. t r

1 3 * When g ea r X turns m Abe direction show4 by fee
afro w, gear Y turns

TA: irleirection A.
B. in cfirection B.

&Win one direction and ten in the other.

13

s


